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ABSTRACT
Ant Colonies have emergent problem solving nature like food foraging of Ants etc.. Such problem solving nature of Ant Colonies have inspired emergence of efficient routing algorithms, especially in Ad Hoc Wireless Networks (AWN). They get inspiration from Ants which use simple rules with no direct communication and finds the shortest path by sensing the chemical called ‘Pheromone’. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is one such routing algorithm. ACO is Agent based routing algorithm and such agent based routing algorithms provide adaptive and efficient utilization of resources in a dynamic environment and also cater for load balancing and fault management. However there are few issues with ACO to be addressed while adapting ACO for routing onAWN. One of the Major issues is load balancing due to a problem called ‘Stagnation’. Stagnation occurs when all the packets starts travelling on the optimal path and loses packets due to congestion. There are many techniques adopted in ACO to alleviate this problem. This paper focuses on study of different techniques to address the stagnation problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Ad Hoc wireless Networks (AWN) is an autonomous system with no centralized entity controlling the nodes. At the time of communication, nodes rely on many intermediate nodes. Hence the nodes should be more intelligent in the form of a host as well as a router (to forward the nodes). Due to decentralized nature and quick configuration, they are suitable for applications like natural disaster, military. However routing in AHN is a challenging task. There are many dynamic and adaptive protocols developed for routing in AHN. To name a few - Ad Hoc On demand Distance vector protocol (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [1]. However due to packet and control overhead these protocols were further enhanced to improve the performance.

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is the behavior shown by biological insects such as ants, termites, wasps and bees. These insects independently and collectively exhibit problem solving ability without any centralized control. Each individual follow a set of rules that is influenced by locally available information. This emergent behavior helps these insects to solve any complex problem. Additional properties swarm intelligent systems possess include - robustness against individual misbehavior or loss, the flexibility to change quickly in a dynamic environment, and an inherent parallelism or distributed action [2] [3] [4] [5].

List of general principles in SI routing algorithms, which are derived from Ant Net
- Repeated path sampling
- Stochastic pheromone-based decisions
- Multiple data paths

Repeated path sampling: As compared to traditional distance vector approach, (routing information is calculated based on update messages received from nodes or links) SI routing algorithms gather information through repeated sampling. Due to this real information from multiple ants, which are mutually redundant, avoids the creation of errors in the network.

Stochastic Pheromone based decision: Indirect communication among ants in food foraging by sensing pheromone trail laid by previous ant is stated as “stigmergy” [6] [7] [8]. This is done by ants exploring multiple paths to reach the food source. This is done in a stochastic manner, which helps SI algorithms to be adaptive and handle load.

Multiple Data Paths: To handle resources in network efficiently, an ant carries pheromone table, which is constructed when it traverses from a given source to the destination. To select the best path, it calculates pheromone values in probabilistic manner and takes decision emergently. A pheromone table can have multiple paths to the destination. Whenever there is failure on the optimal path decided by the ant, it checks for next best entry in the pheromone table and follows the path. The typical swarm intelligence system has the following properties:

- It is composed of many individuals called “Agents”.
- The individuals are homogeneous
- These agents exploit only local information in the form of “Pheromone” found in the environment and interacts each other indirectly.
- The overall behavior of the system results from the interactions of individuals with each other and with their environment, that is, the group behavior self-organizes.
2. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF SWARM-INTELLIGENCE

Ants that are in search of food, despite a highly changing environment, are able to self-organize based on four principles. They are

- Positive Feed Back
- Negative Feed Back
- Randomness
- Multiple interactions

**Positive Feed Back**: This improves good solutions by laying more pheromone as more ants travel on that path and tell other ants that it could be the best path to reach the destination.

**Negative Feed Back**: This mechanism help to destroy bad solution by decaying the pheromone with respect to time. However tuning of pheromone decay is problem specific i.e. good solutions should not be lost fast and bad solutions are evaporated fast.

**Randomness**: Path chosen by ant is completely random; hence there is possibility of generation of new solutions.

**Multiple interactions**: In food searching process, food can be found faster if more number of ants interact. Otherwise, with just one ant, the pheromone decays fast and hence many ants are needed to sustain good solution.

Advantages of Swarm Intelligence (SI) in Networks

- Multipath routing – It is possible to generate multiple paths between pair of nodes.
- Efficient route discovery – If optimal path fails, then packets can be easily sent to other neighbors by re-computing next hop probability.
- Fault Tolerant and Distributed - SI algorithm are inherently distributed with no centralized control mechanism. Even if a node or link fails, there will not be heavy loss.
- Scalable – Population of ants are network size specific. The agents may die or reproduce without affecting the performance of the network.
- High Speed - Change in the network is adopted very fasts without degrading the performance.

**Major categories of SI algorithms Ad Hoc wireless networks**

There are two main concepts for Swarm Intelligence Algorithms. They are differentiated clearly based on amount of work published, degree of current activity and its impact on industry especially in the field of computer Science. One such concept called “Ant Colony optimization (ACO)” was inspired by ant species food foraging behavior where as the other concept called “Particle Swarm Optimization” (PSO) was inspired by flocking of birds and school of fishing.

**Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)**

ACO was introduced in 1996, which was inspired by an algorithm called “Ant System (AS)” (Dorigo et al 1996). An ant system chooses the best path laid by the previous ant, which went in search of food and has returned. ACO deals with artificial systems, which are inspired from food foraging behavior of real ants, which can find optimal solutions despite changes in the environment. The main idea is indirect communication between the ants by means of pheromone trails, which helps them to find shortest path between their nest and food. ACO are currently applied to applications, such as graph coloring problems, scheduling problems, traveling sales man problem, network routing problem, clustering, robotics etc[2][3].

A major problem with ACO algorithm is “stagnation” (Sim & Sun, 2003) or premature convergence to local optimum. This occurs when all ants try to follow same path to reach the destination (since there is more pheromone). This when applied in MANETs comes to a convergence state (equilibrium) and attracts all the data packets to follow the same path, which leads to congestion. The next packet without any awareness of the congestion follows a non-optimal path and loses its packets due to frequent packet drops.

**Techniques to alleviate Stagnation in ACO**

To mitigate the above problem, different methodologies [9] where adopted and are categorized as follows.

- Privileged Pheromone Laying
- Pheromone-Heuristic Control
- Pheromone Control

In Privileged Pheromone Laying approach, selected subset of ants are used to update pheromone values on the best path. This reduces the probability of ants following the stagnant paths that are non-optimal and congested due to overload.

In the Pheromone–Heuristic Control, ants not only try to find best path based on pheromone concentration on that edge, but also on other factors like queue length, delay and distance. These factors alter the selection of the best path and avoid the stagnation.

Pheromone Control approach is based on controlling the pheromone concentration. Pheromone control can be done in many ways. They are as follows

1. Evaporation
2. Aging
3. Limiting Pheromone
4. Smoothing Pheromone

These approaches discourage non-optimal paths and reduce the influence from past experience. In Evaporation approach all the edges with certain pheromone concentration evaporates as the time increases. This is done by an evaporation factor called ‘p’. Evaporation not only removes the stale entries, it also balances pheromone concentration in optimal paths. This helps other ants to survey new paths (better). Aging is another technique to reduce stale entries in the network. This approach is based on the fact that older ants deposit lesser pheromone as compared to younger ants. Older ants are those ants that
have taken longer time to reach the destination. Both Aging and Evaporation aims at finding new best path when there is congestion.

Pheromone can be limited for every edge by placing an upper bound. A variant of the Limiting pheromone is pheromone smoothing in this approach the pheromone is increased along an edge as follows.

$$\tau_{ij}(t^*) = \tau_{ij}(t) + \delta \cdot (\tau_{\text{max}} - \tau_{ij}(t))$$

Where $\delta$ varies from 0 to 1

It is also observed that smaller amount of pheromone is deposited gradually until the upper bound is reached. Evaporation is done in a uniform manner on all edges. This technique seems to be more effective in avoiding the generation of dominant path [9] [10] [11].

The similarity between Social insects like ants and routing in AWN using agents makes ACO an efficient approach for routing in AWN. The paper attempts to analyze ACO based routing algorithm that have been developed for AWN. This survey aims at creating awareness for the research scholars about the techniques used in ACO to avoid stagnation, highlight its methodology, etc.

A survey on stagnation avoidance algorithms

- Elitist Ant System (EAS) by Dorigo et al is a variation of ACO[12] [13]. Here pheromone deposits are only for the best path found. The major problem with this algorithm is early stagnation.

- Max-Min Ant systems (MMAS) by T. Stutzle, H Hoos [14] [15] overcome the early stagnation problem by adding an extra constraint which says that the pheromone is bounded between maximum and minimum pheromone concentration. It will not only avoid early stagnation, it includes less pheromone values as a part of search. However the minimum threshold value set for pheromone concentration caused stagnation since those paths were never preferred for routing (since less pheromone threshold).

- An application of ACO is Scheduling of flexible manufacturing systems by R Kumar et al [16]. Here an effective method was adopted for scheduling of jobs in manufacturing systems, inspired by ACO. The methodology also deals with quick convergence and stagnation avoidance in which parameters of ACO which control the trail and its visibility are fine tuned. Here ‘evaporation’ co-efficient if made either low or high based on the trail concentration.

- MMAS was further improved by Wong and See, the approach adopted was Minimum Pheromone Threshold Strategy (MPTS)[17]. Here the bound between maximum and minimum threshold was fine tuned based on performance of the network. Thus MPTS avoids stagnation problem by avoiding re-initialization of the pheromone trail. With this property MPTS the information lost was avoided, while retaining the good properties of MMAS.

- David C Mathews on Improved Lower Limits for Pheromone Trails in Ant Colony Optimization adopts improved estimates of the lower pheromone value. This helps algorithms like MMAS (sets implicit pheromone trail limit) and Ant Colony Systems (sets explicit pheromone trail limit) to avoid stagnation [18]. This is achieved by adopting explicit or implicit limits on exponential values for stochastic algorithms.

- Laalauoi Y et al in their work stagnation avoidance for scheduling of real-time tasks [19] presents a heuristic approach using ant system. Here a non-preemptive scheduling approach is adopted for real time tasks. Stagnation problem which was a problem in Ant system was overcome by including Distance function an extra parameter in the transition rule with the pheromone information. This helped in improving the success ratio.

- Application of ACO in TSP was proposed by E Priya Darshini and Gurpreet Kaur. Author proposes an ACO based image edge detection to solve Travelling Sales Man problem [20]. In this the frame work for trail update was developed in order to avoid stagnation. This frame work evaluates each solution against the last ‘N’ solutions globally constructed by ants. As soon as ‘N’ solutions are available, their moving average ‘A’ is computed. New value of A is compared with old value. If New A is lower than old, the trail level of the last solution’s moves is increased, otherwise it is decreased.

- Alaa Alijanamy et al in their work [21] explains in their paper that the technique helps ants to chose best path based on the history of that path i.e. based on the pheromone of Ant’s own colony and the average of the pheromone of all other colonies. This helps different colonies work with different level of exploration.

- Raka Jovanovic and Milan Tuba in their paper An ACO algorithm with improved pheromone correction strategy for the Minimum Weight Cover Problem (MWCP) explains that stagnation can be avoided by adopting new Hybridization techniques [22]. Corrections to the pheromone trails are performed based on the best found solution. Based on suspicion whether it is good or bad the search proceeds. It decrements the pheromone trails very fast if it finds more suspicious elements.

- Another Hybrid architecture adopted for stagnation avoidance was proposed by Priyanka Sharma and Dr K Kotecha [23]. In their paper optimization in stagnation Avoidance of ACO based routing of Multimedia Traffic over Hybrid MANETs explains that stagnation can be avoided by adopting new Hybridization techniques [22]. Corrections to the pheromone trails are performed based on the best found solution. Based on suspicion whether it is good or bad the search proceeds. It decrements the pheromone trails very fast if it finds more suspicious elements.

- Another Application of ACO in TSP was proposed by Zar Chi Su Su Hlaing and May Aye Khine in which stagnation problem was overcome by using information entropy [24]. This helped the algorithm to fine tunes its pheromone trails for local search.
3. CONCLUSION
Ad Hoc Wireless Networks consist of nodes which are resource constrained. Designing efficient performing network is a challenging task. SI offers design principles which were inspired by biological insects that will match the constraints of MANETs. In the past decade many routing protocols were developed for MANETs which was inspired by SI based ACO algorithm. However, the stagnation problem makes the load imbalanced. In this paper we have presented a survey of different techniques to alleviate the stagnation problems. These techniques help AWN to perform efficiently and provide Quality of service.
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